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Abstract Two recent policy documents by the European Union, ‘Europe’s Beating Cancer

Plan’ and its accompanying ‘Conquering Cancer: Mission Possible’ (CCMP), articulate broad

policies aimed at reducing cancer mortality across Europe, for example, by promoting preven-

tion and early detection. The focus for cancer treatment in these manifestos is the expansion of

personalised cancer medicine (PCM). However, the CCMP document suggests that the uptake

of PCM is “hampered by uncertainty about its outcomes”. What are these outcomes and why

this uncertainty? We address the limits of PCM in pathology-driven and pathology-agnostic

PCM, briefly discussing the results of umbrella and basket trials. We suggest that the

complexity, plasticity and genetic heterogeneity of advanced cancers will continue to thwart

the impact of PCM, limiting it to specific pathologies, or rare subsets of them. Caution

regarding the advancement of PCM is justified, and policymakers should be wary of the hype

of lobbyists, who do not acknowledge the limits of PCM.

ª 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Two recent policy documents by the European

Union, ‘Europe’s Beating Cancer Plan’ (EBCP) [1] and

its accompanying ‘Conquering Cancer: Mission

Possible’ (CCMP) [2], articulate a welcome broadening
of policy aimed at reducing cancer mortality across
r (J.A. Hickman).

ts reserved.
Europe. A prior consultative EBCP document stated

that “Up until now, the response to cancer has primarily

focussed on treatment” [3]. In these latest manifestos,

prevention and early diagnosis are major pillars of
future policy to reduce deaths from cancer.
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For those unfortunate to be diagnosed with meta-

static cancer, improving treatment should of course

remain as one of the priorities. The focus on treatment

in the EBCP document proposes to advance personal-

ised cancer medicine (PCM), setting up a ‘Partnership’

on PCM [1], presumably with the pharmaceutical in-

dustry. The pursuit of PCM will be accompanied by

advanced data analyses of the ongoing sequencing of
cancer genomes, such as in the ‘Genomics for Public

Health’ project, complementing the European 1þ
Million Genomes Initiative [1]. By contrast, the CCMP

document [2] recognises that the uptake of PCM is

“hampered by uncertainty about its outcomes”. What

are these outcomes and why this uncertainty? We argue

that the outcomes of PCM are inevitably going to be

limited by the complex biology of advanced cancers and
suggest caution in the allocation of resources to PCM.

First, there is PCM with a targeted therapy guided by a

validated molecular biomarker [4] expressed in a specific

pathology. The most successful example is the treatment of

chronic myelogenous leukaemia (CML) with the ABL

kinase inhibitor imatinib. Expression of the biomarker, the

BCR�ABL fusion protein, allows potentially curative

therapy, with >80% of imatinib-treated patients surviving
at 10 years [5]. However, imatinib is an outlier: CML is a

monoclonal pathology [6], whereas most cancers evolve to

become polyclonal, with genetic heterogeneity, and will

become resistant to therapy [7], as discussed further below.

The wave of postimatinib optimism, “one can anticipate a

postgenomic wave of sophisticated ‘smart drugs’ to

fundamentally change the treatment of all cancers” [8], has

instead resulted in more nuanced outcomes. Targeted
treatments and PCM increase survival in specific pathol-

ogies, or rare subsets of them, rather than in ‘all cancers’.

Targeted therapies used for treatment of nonesmall-cell

lung cancer (NSCLC) provide good examples: inhibition

of the ALK kinase, expressed in 5% of patients with

NSCLC inhibition of RET kinase, expressed in 1e2% of

patients with NSCLC and inhibition of epidermal growth

factor receptor (EGFR), expressed in 30% of patients with
NSCLC provide prolongations of life in some patients, but

are rarely curative (reviewed in [9]). In the recent and

ambitious MATRIX ‘umbrella’ PCM trial in NSCLC [10],

different drugs were appropriately matched with different

genetic alterations found in 302 patients from the 5467

patients screened; only the light smokers or never-smokers,

likely carrying reduced genomic damage [11], achieved

better than a 10% response rate. The report of the MA-
TRIX study highlighted in its discussion the high attrition

rate (~94%) as patients were screened before being judged

to be suitable for PCM, with its resulting modest out-

comes. There are important resource implications here.

Targeted treatments used in PCM cause both physical [12]

and financial [13] toxicity, and many recently approved
targeted drugs used for PCM provide marginal clinical

benefit at best, as reviewed in ‘Hans Christian Andersen

and the value of new cancer treatments’ [14].

Prolonged survival after tumour-specific PCM, not

only in lung cancer, has been thwarted by multiple

mechanisms of drug resistance [15], thereby limiting the

effectiveness of targeted agents. While Although modest

extensions of life may occur, the impact on cancer
mortality has been marginal [14]. Although recent im-

munotherapies are likely to make an impact and, for

example, Programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) expres-

sion can aid in guiding treatment of lung cancer [16], this

and other potential biomarkers can be confounded by a

complex biology, including tumour heterogeneity [17].

The second type of PCM is the ‘pathology agnostic’

use of targeted therapies evaluated in so-called ‘basket’
trials. Here, next-generation sequencing of a tumour

after biopsy, irrespective of the pathology’s site of

origin, guides the choice of a targeted therapy. The

outcomes of various ‘basket’ trials are not encouraging:

in one survey of trials involving more than 20,000 pa-

tients, only 12% of patients whose cancer genomes were

sequenced were able to receive a matched drug and

fewer than 3% had a response [18].
Multiplemechanisms of resistance to targeted therapies

were referred to above [15]. Primary resistance mecha-

nisms revolve mainly around the target, its loss or muta-

tion, and also refer to the target celledriven resistance

whereinbiochemical plasticityand the ‘rewiring’ of cellular

signalling pathways confounds drug action [15]. For

advanced cancers, genetic intratumoural heterogeneity is

themajor obstacle to treatment [7,15]. Although a tumour
may have had a dominant ‘driver’ genetic alteration to

which itwas ‘addicted’, asCML is ‘addicted’ toBCR-ABL

signalling, genetic instability and clonal evolution [6,7]

leads to the emergence of drug-insensitive subclones. This

intratumoural heterogeneity is challenging to capture [19],

and multiple biopsies are required to establish the spec-

trum of genetic changes that might be susceptible to ther-

apy. The TRACERx project, which sampled 100 NSCLC
cases, revealed more potentially actionable mutations

because of multiregional sampling [11]. The authors

commented that “without the use of multiregion whole-

exome sequencing, 65% of branched subclone clusters

could have erroneously appeared to be clonal”. Single bi-

opsy remains the standard sampling method in nearly all

reported PCM studies, for practical and ethical reasons,

raising questions regarding the optimal choice of targeted
therapy. Liquid biopsy that identifies circulating tumour

cells [20] or circulating tumour DNA [21] is an important

alternative that may capture the spectrum of genetic

changes expressed in a primary tumour and its metastases.

But, when multiple potential ‘drivers’ of malignancy are

revealed, complex decisions are needed about which single
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targeted agent or a combination should be administered,

the latter associated with risks of dose-limiting toxicity

[22].

Multiplemechanismsof drug resistance [15], particularly

the evolution of intratumoural genetic heterogeneity [7],

have limited the ability of targeted therapies, and in conse-

quence PCM, to deliver on their promise. Concerns

regarding the uncertain outcomes of PCM [2] are therefore
justified. Those driving the European initiatives [1,2] should

be wary of the hype of lobbyists. For example, a report on

PCM sponsored by the European Federation of Pharma-

ceutical Industries and Associations [23] failed to address

the challenges of tumour heterogeneity or to cite key articles

[22,24] that have questioned the limits or value of PCM.

The biological complexity of cancer, including genetic

and epigenetic tumour heterogeneity that occurs in space
and time, also has implications for how therapiesmight be

used after early detection of tumours, early detection

being a pillar policy of the two European Union (EU)

manifestos [1,2]. Advances in imaging, surgery and radi-

ation therapy will play important roles, but adjuvant

targeted therapy may be appropriate as it might inhibit a

‘truncal’ clonal driver of malignancy before branching

subclonal evolution [25]. Even here, there are some ca-
veats: targeted therapies can impose selective evolu-

tionary pressures on tumour cells; for example, inhibition

of EGFR was shown to downregulate DNA repair,

thereby promoting genetic instability [26] and hence

tumour evolution. In a wide variety of tumour types,

about 2e3% were found to undergo massive and cata-

strophic genomic rearrangements by chromothripsis [27]

so that instead of a chronologically ‘stepwise’ evolution,
permitting the drug targeting of an early ‘truncal’ genetic

change, before subclonal branching occurs, a ‘Big Bang’

model of sudden tumour evolution has been proposed

[28]. Here, genetic alterations occur over a very short

period, for example, early in the development of colon

cancer [28], rendering targeted therapy difficult.

Thefirst recommendationof theEU’sCCMP [2] policy

document is an initiative to better understand the biology
of cancer. This is sensible and will have an impact on its

major pillars of prevention and early detection, by facil-

itating the use of molecular tools to better understand

how cancers are initiated and how they progress [29].

Whether it will ameliorate PCM is a mute question, and

the balance of effort and support for different themes in

EU policy plans for cancer should recognise the many

disappointing results and accommodate the continuing
uncertainty surrounding PCM. To coin a phrase from

James Carvelle, the political strategist (“it’s the economy,

stupid” [30]): “it’s the biology, stupid”.
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